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DNA examination of a mentally challenged girl who had no memory of being raped by sexual offenders
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Rape is a sexual assault on any unwilling victim and horrific experience for a person. A girl is the most defenseless group to 
this crime. Inability to protect themselves and mental girl are insufficient understanding of sexual behavior, because now 

a day’s 90% criminal is getting smarter than before he wearing a condom in sexual assault cases. A total number of allele was 
identified in 16 locus and allele frequency distribution of Autosomal STR and Y-STR loci from two Sexual Offenders. To verify 
the genotyping profile of the male donor in the presence of large quantities of female DNA. In cases of stains that contain mixed 
DNA from different contributors, analyzing of Condom, Male urethral epithelial cell from Vaginal Swab and Penile Swabbing. 
The presence of a single allele 22, 22/23, 25/25, 10-13 from each locus should facilitate the determination of the correct number 
of Y-DNA Sexual offender. DNA analysis out the level at which two male samples in a mixed sample could be detected and 
profiled, DNA from two males was mixed in various ratios (14/14.2/ 28/ 29/ 30/ 31/ 30 & amelogenin X, XY).The presence of 
two individuals, as determined by the presence of two allelic signals at a single locus (except DYS385), was clearly discernible 
in Suspect 1st and suspect 2nd at 15/15 and 13/13-14 was noticeable. However, when the first contributor comprised or less of 
the total DNA in which male Urethral epithelial DNA was found by Autosomal filer and the Second contributor Y-STR profile 
was noticeable in inside part of Condom and Outer Surface of Condom which DNA revealed by Autosomal STR filer. The 
Significance of Condom Evidence Confirmed Victim Rape and Evidence of Vaginal Penetration.
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